Saxbe brands Patty ’a common criminal’
SAN FRANCISCO (API - U.S. Atty. Gen. William Saxbe branded Patricia comments "speculation" and refused further comment.
Charles Bates, the FBI agent in charge of the case, also refused comment other
Hearst a common criminal yesterday, and a federal grand jury began considering
than to say: The FBI is continuing its aggressive investigation looking to a
whether she willingly wielded a gun in a terrorist bank robbery.
Saxbe said in Washington he was convinced the 20-year-old newspaper heiress solution of the Hearst kidnaping case and the bank robbery."
was not a reluctant participant" in the 810,000-robbery Monday by a heavily
U.S. Attorney James Browning said evidence in the bank robbery is being
armed gang which wounded two persons in its getaway.
presented to a grand jury and that indictments are possible by next week.
Army
Hearst
Liberation
dragged
Miss
Symbionese
terrorist
(SLA)
The
"It is entirely possible that the evidence will show that there was no duress or
screaming from her Berkeley apartment 2"2 months ago. In a "communique" coercion on the part of these people, but that is a matter for the grand jury to
April 3, she renounced her family and swore she had been converted into a determine," he said. According to a guard at the bank, Edward Shea, Miss Hearst
revolutionary fighter.
took an active part in the robbery - "giving . . orders and all that, saying she
Miss Hearst’s father, newspaper executive Randolph A. Hearst, called Saxbe’s would shoot the first guy that moved.

"She wasn’t scared. She let it be known that she meant business," the 66-year-old
guard said yesterday. "She had a gun and looked ready to use it."
Bates said 100 to 125 federal agents are working on the case and again said he
does not know the location of the SLA hideout. Police say the SLA is a heavily
armed, multiracial group of about 25 men and women.
Bank cameras photographed Miss Hearst along with three other white women
and a black man during the robbery of a Hibernia Bank.
The photographs showed Miss Hearst and two other members of the robbery
team holding weapons.
Federal bank robbery warrants have been issued for the three women and the
man, and Miss Hearst is sought for arrest as a material witness.
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Head resident adviser’s trial date extended
The trial of Hoover Hall’s head resident adviser, Steve Takakuwa, and three codefendants has been continued until Monday, May 6.
Former A.S. Vice President Takakuwa, 23, is charged with obstructing a police
officer in the discharge of his duty and failure to disperse. Both charges are
misdemeanors stemming from a Feb. 10 disturbance at a dance at the Eastside
Drug Abuse Center.
Municipal Court Judge Edward J. Nelson granted the defense’s request for
continuance yesterday.

Takakuwa’s attorney, Thomas Ferrito, told the court he requested the continuance because he did not want the trial to be interrupted.
He said the district attorney’s office had informed him that two police officers
scheduled to testify for the prosecution would be unable to testify on Friday
because they were involved in providing protection for Vice President Gerald
Ford’s and Gov. Ronald Reagan’s visit to San Jose.
Deputy District Attorney Pete Bin, the prosecuting attorney, said an officer at
the San Jose Police Department had informed him that the two officers were in-

Student frees bird,
ruins art project

Police state
seen in future
By Susan Hathaway
The assassination of President
John Kennedy in Dallas was one of the
first incidents in a secret, insidious plot.
Later steps taken in this plot included
the killing of his brother Robert in 1968,
the incident in Chappaquidick, George
Wallace’s shooting, the Santa Cruz
mass murderersMullin, Kemper and
Frazer, the Juan Corona bloodfeast, the
deaths of Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin
and other rock stars, the murder of the
Israeli athletes in Munich and the
recent spate of kidnapingsthe
bungled attempt of Princess Anne,
Reg Murphy, John Cadzillo and most
particularly Patricia Hearst.
Plot is real
This may sound like the plot of a
James Coburn movie, but, according to
Mae Brussell, a speaker and
researcher of assassinations and
political conspiracies, this scenario is
depressingly real.
Brussell, a pleasant, middle-aged
housewife from Carmel, has spent
more than 10 years investigating such
happenings and drawing her own
radical, but apparently documented,
conclusions.
She began her quest after the "fishy"
official explanations of the John
Kennedy assassination left her unsatisfied. Thereafter, she read and
crossfiled every word she could find on
the subject, she said.
’Hidden government’
Her conclusions led her to study other
frightening world events and to suspect
a malevolent mastermind behind them
all.
She said she thinks there is a "hidden
government" which controls the

elected government and has its roots
during the second World War.
Comprised of world wide economic
giants, this group secretly helped to rearm Nazi Germany, Brussell said, and
when Hitler started losing, she said
they began concentrating their efforts
in the United States.
As part of her documentation for this
charge, Brussell said ex-Naxi Gen.
Reinhard Gehlen was brought to this
country to head what is now the Central
Intelligence Agency. She added that
many other Nazis and White Russians
were clandestinely taken to America
and given positions of power.
Brussell, who has written many
magazine articles detailing her
views and presently has a radio
program called "Dialogu)i: Conspiracy" on a Carmel station, will
discuss her theories April 21 in the San
Jose Civic Auditorium. According to
her, the date of her talk is particularly
important in light of recent events.
Hearst final link
These recent events culminated in
the Patricia Hearst kidnaping, Brussell
said. Calling it "the most important
thing to happen since Kennedy was
killed," Brussell stated it is the final
chain in the link of planned terrorism
that was begun in 1963.
According to Brussell, there have
been increasingly more incidents as
this plot steadily unfolded.
She attributed many of the shocking
crimes within recent years to agents
( the CIA included) of this "hidden
government."
Their motive is to convince the people
of the existence of world terrorism in
order to set the stage for an eventual

volved in protecting the visiting politicians and would be unavailable on Friday.
Bin i emphasized that the people had answered "ready" to the court’s query and
that the defense had requested the continuance.
Takakuwa and three other members of Community Alert Patrol (CAP) were
citred and released following a incident at the Tropicana Shopping Center at Story
and King roads.
According to Ferrito, a CAP member, CAP is a group "attempting to document
incidents of police misconduct or police brutality."

By Carol DiMundo
Although it is common knowledge
that a bird in the hand is worth two in
the bush, Patrick Murphy, Art student,
discovered Tuesday that not all SJSU
students agree.
Murphy was displaying his conceptual sculpture, depictng the concept
of freedom, in the art quad Tuesday
morning.
His sculpture was a helium balloon
suspending a bird in a cage.
According to Murphy, the concept
was supposed to be realized a little
after noon when the helium baloon
would be punctured, allowing the cage
and bird to float gently to the ground.
Upon impact the cage door would
open and the bird would experience
freedom.
Murphy
purchased
the
bird
specifically for the sculpture from a

Mae Brussell predicts conspiracy killings
police state, she said.
The last piece of this intricate puzzle
will unfold soon, Brussell said.
"I’m willing to risk my reputation
that it’s going to happen, based on a
hundred documents that I have,"
Brussell stated.
These documents consist of all the
cross -filings of information from
newspapers, books and magazines and
much information she said was given to
her by informers, some from the CIA
itself.
A "Garden City" plan "for the polic,

to take over America" does exist, she
said. "A Jack Anderson memo came
out two weeks ago that says the
government has reactivated Garden
City. I received a call saying the Army
has secretly moved into San Francisco.
Radio station KPFA said the Special
Forces are there."
Brussell predicted this Garden City
plan will be implemented soon. She said
it is the final event in the elaborate plot
hatched by the hidden government she
believes exists in America.
see page three

Bobby Seale
speaks today
Bobby Seale, political leader and
member of the Black Panther
organization, will speak at 12:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Ballroom.
Seale, who was a candidate for Mayor
of Oakland, is currently involved in
helping the Panther organization win a
majority of the seats in next year
Oakland city council and school board
elections.
The program is being sponsored by
the A.S. Anti-Imperialist Coordinating
Committee, the Third World Coalition
and the Black Student Psychology
Association. The event is free and open
to the public.

local pet store where he said the idea
occurred to him. He hated to see the
birds all caged up, he said.
Apparently the art sculpture on
display aroused humanitarian element
in several SJSU students.
Murphy said several pleaded with
him to set the bird free from the
waterless and foodless cage.
The situation was checked out by
campus police who determined that no
undue harm was being done to the bird,
Murphy said.
About 15 minutes before the bird was
to be set free, an unidentified student
climbed up and tore down the sculpture
and set the bird free, Murphy said.
According to Murphy, the situation
built up because of a lack of trust.
People thought he was really hurting
the bird and would not set it free.
Ironically the bird, which was the
center of the whole confrontation, was a
dove.

Simon appointed
as new treasury
head by Nixon
WASHINGTON AP - President Nixon
named federal energy chief William B.
Simon to be treasury secretary
yesterday and pledged to play an expanded personal role in directing the
government’s economic policy.
Nixon promoted Simon’s chief
assistant, John C. Sawhill, to federal
energy administrator.
Simon’s selection had been expected
for weeks.

Pacheco would ’open doors’
By 1..ee Fuller
A plan to "open the doors of student government" was outlined Tuesday by
Dave Pacheco, candidate for A.S. president.
Pacheco’s plan calls for a change in the makeup of the A.S. Council, an
advisory council for the A.S. executives and more communication between
A.S. government and the students.
Pacheco, Sam Rohde, vice presidential candidate, and Stephanie Dean,
candidate for treasurer, explained their election platform and answered
questions in an interview with the Spartan Daily.
Council restructured
The council would be restructured if Pacheco’s plan is enacted. Each of
the nine schools within the university would be represented on the council, he
said.
"Each school would have two representatives on the council," Dean said,
"plus two students at large."
According to Pacheco, currently A.S. treasurer, and Dean, this plan would
insure a more representative council. Students "would feel like they have
someone there that represents them," Dean said.
Advisory Council
The advisory council, a loosely formulated group, would meet regularly
with the executives to discuss any and all A.S. business. Anyone who wished
to attend would be allowed, Pacheco said.
Pacheco, Rohde and Dean promised to meet regularly with students.
"We will go to classes, to meetings of campus groups and to the various
schools and talk with students," Pacheco said.
One new program
According to Pacheco, he has only one new program requiring A.S.
money, and it’s still in the exploratory stage.
Dean, currently AS. President Rudi Leonardi’s administrative assistant,
explained the proposal would provide A.S. owned and operated gas station.
Rohde said the University of California at Santa Cruz has a gas station in
operation.

"The financial situation of the A.S. will be healthy next year," Pacheco
said. "We will have money to fund new programs, not necessarily ours, but
other new programs."
If funding of athletic scholarships by the A.S. is not eliminated this year,
Pacheco said he will eliminate them if he is elected.
Program Commission
The Pacheco Ticket was in agreement on the issue of an autonomus
program commission.
This year, because of new council rules, all programs planned by the
commission must be approved by the A.S. council.
The program commission, according to Pacheco, should be "kept out of
the political arena," but Pacheco stressed the need for limiting the activities
of the adviser.
According to Pacheco, the adviser is a tenured position provided by the
student union. He has more experience than the commission members and,
Pacheco said, undue influence.
"With the cooperation of the adviser," or a "change in the job description
of the adviser," Pacheco said this problem could be "dealt with,"
presumably clearing the way for an autonomus program commission.
Pacheco was unsure, however, as to whether or not he would completely
remove restrictions presently on the program commission.
He said he didn’t think it would be necessary if the commission presents a
"generalized program for the whole semester" before the semester starts.
"With advanced planning by the program commission," he said, "the
council and the program commission will have time to deal with any
problems."
Spartan Daily
The Spartan Daily will be given complete freedom, Pacheco said, if he is
elected.
"The A.S. should subscribe to the Daily and not publish it," he said. "The
Daily should not have to answer to the council."
The council, Pacheco said, has no right to use "purse string power" to

From left Rhode, Pacheco and Dean
regulate the paper.
Pacheco’s political career began during the spring of ’72 when he ran for
A.S. treasurer with the Common Cause Coalition. (CCC).
The ill-fated campaign lasted only 12 days, but provided entertainment for
while for the other candidates.
The CCC called for the abolishment of the marching band, substituting a
kazoo band and promised to remain in power forever, if elected.
In the spring of ’73 Pacheco was elected to the council as an upper division
representative and later became Leonardi’s running mate.
When Leonardi’s slate was victorious in the elections last year Pacheco
became A.S. treasurer.
Rohde transferred to SJSU from San Jose City College last fall, where he
was A.S. vice president.
Dean, candidate for treasurer, has been active in A.S. politics for several
years. In ’71 she served on the program commission, then called the
program board.
In ’72 she was a councilwoman and this year worked for Leonardi.

Point of view

Activism

Daily Forum

dormant but not dead

When U.S. troops came home and the age of campus
demonstrations ended in 1973, the vocal minority of
student activists faded from the political scene.
However, in this era of relative campus calm,
students should find the need to reflect on the successes and the failures of the often violent demonstrations which disrupted college campuses, including
SJSU, from 1966 to 1972.
Perhaps the most pressing questions in the aftermath of the campus conflicts are, Was it all worth
it?" and, "Should we let it happen again?"
There were many targets of attack in the student
protests in the ’60s: ROTC drills, on campus
recruitment by war-related industry, the Viet Nam
War itself, U.S. invasion of Cambodia, and racial
equality struggles sparked by Black athletes on
campus.
There were also many arrests at the SJSU
demonstrations: seven in Oct. 1967, 12 in Nov., 1967,
and 13 in March, 1971. There were also numerous
injuries in the confrontations between police and
student protestors.
The more presence of riot-equipped police on
campus may have been a source of excitement for
some activists. But it also was a sign of troubled and
difficult times for many. The tension which resulted in
the arrests and the presence of police on campus was
an experience that temporarily and in some cases,
permanently altered the lives of students who passed
through this college.
Some of those who were in the heart of the
demonstrations, and participated in or were victims of
the violence, say it was all worth it. They see it as
exciting, rewarding and most of all necessary.
Those students now reflect that the Viet Nam War
may very well have raged on had it not been for the
level of protest on college campuses across the nation.
They invision another student movement in the

--0.-0- Jane( Parker
making.
Yet others who stood in the backround, such as
administrators and professors, felt students found out
that they really couldn’t change the world and that the
violence which occurred only resulted in more
violence.
Some of these people claim the student today is
fiding more establishment oriented outlets to express
his political concern.
Whether or not it should or could happen again is
being tested every day. The little ground that was
gained by student activists during the early 1970s
could be quickly forfieted if students don’t demand its
maintenance.
However, in a mobile population like the campus
community where the turnover is great, few students
can be expected, to understand what happened in the
1960s.
The important thing is that the arrests, the tear gas,
and the billy clubs on campus were real for SJSU
students. That reality will inevitably occur again in
the wake of issues such as Watergate, the Middle East
crsis, economic imbalance, the energy crisis, and an
unstable executive office in the White House.
While small groups of SJSU student activists continue to meet, such as the Radical Students Union and
the Anti-Imperialism Committee, no sign of a
movement has been hinted. However, this as in the
early ’60s, could very well be the calm before the
storm.
Student activism may easily rise again in only a few
years and when it does, the student of this campus
must be prepared to choose between working within
the channels of the political system or resorting to
vocal and violent tactics.
Student activism may be dormant, but it certainly
will never be dead.
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Long road ahead
Last semester in my English
Creative Writing class, there was
one Black sister and one Chicano,
myself. My last English course had
been three years ago and when I
entered this classroom, I came
with the same defeating attitude as
I experienced before. Consciously,
I lacked motivation and felt less of
a student compared to the others. I
didn’t realize that my past failures
would come to an end in this
English class.
It was a Black sister in the
classroom who caught me dozing
and helped me decide I’ve had
enough. It wasn’t me who had a
problem, but the classroom Anglo
student. It had become a selfawareness process that effected
me and my classmates. But to me
there was more.
It is important for me to understand why I must continue my
studies. It is not so much for
economical gains, but moving
towards a betterment of our Raza.
I am only one; I am part of a
movement. By graduating and
working with our Raza, I had
contributed a fractional strength to
the movement. Our movement’s
strength is not myth under a flag,
but a people’s strength.
We know that inflation will
further put a burden on poor people
and less profits for the small
business man. We must keep
questioning the growth in
technological improvements and
understand that it can change
institutions too rapidly.
Every
social,
economic,
technological event will affect
every minority group. That is why,
Chicano and Chicana students
receiving education will be
responsible to their people, by
cooperating and sharing their
skills, as Corky Gonzales mentioned at our recent Semana
Chicana. Boomerang Chicanos are

Write us
The Spartan Daily encourages
letters or guest columns from
those who care, on or off campus.
For quick and full publication,
letters should be limited to 14
inches or about 500 words.

sell-outs; they will only hurt the
Raza.
How do I know this? I know
because the most politically
conscious Chicano is not the college
Chicano student but the vato-loco,
el pinto el low-rider and el
Pachuco, el carnal at Hellyer and
Kelly Park, where they gather on
Sundays. They may not know much
on books, but they know how to deal
with la vida. They know when a
Chicano brother is "out-of-line."
And they also know that we need
each other.

Let’s remember what Corky
said, "We can’t win lying under a
tree dozing. We can’t win by badmouthing each other, by going to
the penitentiary for killing each
other. We can’t win by destroying
everything that is good in our value
system of our forefathers ... values
that are far beyond the honor and
dignity of what the leadership this
country has shown us." Our goals
are simple, but the road is long. I
hope your intentions are for your
gente. Que viva la Chicano Brava!
Rogelio Cardenas

Editorial

Oil profits huge
Czar
Energy
Ex -Federal
William E. Simon released
Tuesday a statement confirming
the large oil companies’ reports of
diminishing reserves.
Simon says that the allegedly
"created" petroleum shortage is in
fact a real energy crisis. The
conclusion was based on audits by
the Federal Energy Office of the
inventories of major oil companies
in the United States.
While an investigation of these
large dynasties is long overdue, the
new treasury secretary Simon
could have put his energy to good
use investigating the profits of the
large U.S. companies.
Yesterday’s release of the profits
of Occidental Oil Company, the
11th largest in the country, would
seem to prove that an investigation
of revenues is long overdue.
Occidental, in just the first two
months of 1974, has profited $46.9
million dollars. That is a 1,300 per
cent increase from the same time
period last year.
And while the economic laws of
supply and demand do create
exaggerated margins of profit, it
seems if petroleum was in short
supply then more of the profits
would have been spent on seeking
new resources.
What is needed now is a government investigation telling the

American people why gasoline
prices are and will continue to be
on the rise while the profits of the
companies skyrocket.
Frankly it is hard to believe the
major companies when they say
that the crisis is real as they
continue to tuck large profits into
their belts. As the old cliche states,
they are probably "laughing all the
way to the bank."
Government agencies have
released statements saying the oil
companies are being truthful. It is
a little hard to swallow even now
when the government ignores the
big profit margins of these same
companies.
So we continue to pay prices that
everyday get closer and closer to
the $1 a gallon charged in many
parts of Europe.
When will it stop? Not until the
partnership between the big ’
companies and government
agencies is disbanded.
Alternatives may be the creation
of a responsible administration .
open to public scrutiny and
criticism and a nationally run oil
system. But the point is that
something must be done and now.
Again we are caught between
two crises-the energy shortage
and the oil companies’ profits of
which we are sole suppliers.
Carol DiMundo

Letters to the editor
No respect
Editor:
What is most discouraging about
the recent column of President
Bunzel in the Mercury-News, in
which he wonders about the
plethora of A’s and B’s in the state
colleges, is that he is puzzled at all.
The growing cluster of A’s and B’s
in the face of the obvious decline in
the quality of students follows like
the night the sun because:
California state colleges and
universities have peculiarly insisted over at least two decades
that the faculty are merely employees. This operational definition
is not one which I found at the other
universities where I had the good
fortune to teach.
During the ’60s we watched the
almost total surrender of the
several college administrations to
every lice-ridden, long-haired
maniac with a megaphone on
nearly every point of dispute.
Hiakawa was news because his
resistance was rare.
Students have been defined as
equal to professors in matters of
grievance under the title of "civil
rights." Elaborate machinery has
been set up by means of which
students can harry and hound any
professor for months and even
years on end.
Student ratings are now a
major item in damaging a
opportunity
professor’s
for
promotion. It is a fool who will tell
those who have a heavy hand in
blocking his career that they are

devoid of ideas, intergrity, and
intelligence. Masochists, of course,
are excepted.
More and more of what was
once the power of a professor has
been computerized and centralized. A professor is a clerk and
takes a clerk’s responsibilities.
Clerks do not normally stand
against tides.
One usually gets what he pays
for, with some happy exceptions. A
low-paying job has low esteem.
Low esteem makes low demands.
It matters not that there is a ready
line to fill the vacancy. Low is low
is low.
Every newly -arrived president
points out the failing of the incumbent faculty and moves
through more demanding tenure
and promotional requirements to
cure the "mess" he finds. If there
is no respect from the administration there can hardly be a
demand for respect and earnest
effort from students. Any student
would find it hard to a accept a C,
D, or F from his defined inferior.
Now then, mix this unhappy little
set of trends. Bake in the bright
sunlight of our brave new world.
Frost with continuing concessions.
The cake you bake is the cake
you’ll eat.
Edward J. Laurie, Chairman
Department of Marketing

Smoking poll praised
Editor:
I have nothing but praise for the
collective action of the Associated

Students and the Spartan Daily in
their endeavor to solicit student
opinion re smoking in the
classroom at SJSU (see Smoking
Poll 4-16-74Spartan Daily).
This letter is being written in
advance of the poll results. It is
likely that claims will be made by
the side that is outvoted that the
poll was not representative (they
rarely are), that only students with
personal bias responded (this
always happens) and that no
"real" concept of student opinion
was obtained.
It would be difficult to refute
specific claims unless the results
are overwhelmingly one-sided but
let the record show that a conscientious effort was made by
students to solicit student opinion
on an issue that concerns all
students.
Arnold Schein
Chemistry Professor

Five ‘w’s’ missing
Editor:
Under your masthead every day
runs the statement "Serving San
Jose State University since 1934."
Unless you wish to be considered
merely facetious in your assertion
that you serve the campus, you
should put an end to the sloppy
reporting evident in the April 17
article on communal living.
The story, although no student
simply reading it could have
guessed, was based on a lecture
given by Dr. Thamm on "Communal Marriage-A Middle Class

Alternative."
It was the second in a series of
speakers’ forums sponsored by the
A.S. Program Board, and was
given, in the Student Union at noon
on Tuesday.
You obviously considered the
topics of discussion at both lectures
interesting enough to the student
body to merit lengthy coverage.
Why, then, did you neglect to
mention the circumstances under
which these topics were discussed
so students could attend later
lectures?
In my admittedly very limited
and elementary encounters with
newswriting, I happened to
stumble across a little writing
guide known as the "five w’s."
Please, you upper division and
immensely more erudite students,
correct me if I’m wrong:
Would not the "what" of Dr.
Thamm’s talk include the fact that
it was (yes, really!) a speech and
so open to any interested student?
Wouldn’t the "where" and
"when" make some reference to
the A.S. Council Chambers and
some time other than simply
"recently?"
And would it be too farfetched to
believe the "why" might include
something about a lecture series
sponsored by Associated Students?
Doubtless I was misinformed
when I was told these things should
be mentioned in the body, if not the
lead, of a news-story.
Surely since you eminent
practitioners of near-professional

journalism blatantly ignore what is
called good reporting, we freshmen
and sophomores should follow your
glowing example.
Come on, Daily staff, those
students still not to disillusioned to
read the Daily deserve the best
service you can give them, and
lower division journalism students
deserve the opportunity to learn

from the good example your work
should be setting.
It’s about time you take your
responsibilities seriously and start
providing both these things. If you
can’t or won’t I suggest you find
another major, because you don’t
belong in journalism.
Carrie Peyton
Journalism Freshman
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Advisory program aids returning students
By Blaise Castreo
More than one-third of the
students at SJSU are
returning after a long break
in their education and, according to Phyllis Sutphen,
director of the Re-entry
Advisory Program (REAP),
the needs of these students
have been, for the most part,
ignored.
Sutphen has defined a
returning student as one who
is at least 27 years old and
has been away from school
for a substantial period of
time.
REAP was set up to meet
the needs of some 9,000
students at SJSU whose
education needs are often
different from those of the
regular college student.
REAP, which employes
only Sutphen and a part time
helper, was formed two
months ago to try to make

the college experience easier
for the returning student.
Prior to this time,
assistance for older students
was
handled
by
the
cooperative effort of three
offices: Student Activities
and Services, Counseling
and Testing and Continuing
Education.
Sutphen, who has worked
for seven years in the
Student Activities Office, is
very firm in her feelings that
re-entry students need some
kind of special services to
help them through college.
"It is hard for people to
return to school after a long
layoff and be expected to fit
smoothly back into the
pattern of things," said
Sutphen.
"Many times it is hard for
adults to adjust to all the kids
here at college. They think
they won’t be accepted, so

they are sometimes afraid to
participate in class," she
added.
To ease some of their
initial rigidity, REAP was
created to give the returning
student initial support
through counseling, special
relevant
classes
and
discussions to provide
general information; to give
effective referrals to the
to
right
departments;
publicize the existence of the
office, and to assist the
students in career planning.
Sutphen said she feels that
if her office was given more
funds, it could offer more of
these types of services and
assist these students in their
entrance and exit from
SJSU.
Currently, Sutphen is
writing a proposal to the
chancellor’s office for more
than $50,000. However, she

Phyllis Sutphen
said she isn’t very optimistic
about getting any of the
much needed money.

"I doubt if we will receive
the funds," she said. "The
chancellor’s office usually
lumps efforts like ours under
continuing education and
thinks the institution should
support it."
ibis is too bad, because
there are only a limited
number of things we can do
for these students with
limited funds," Sutphen
said.
REAP, which is the only
program of its kind in the
state college and university
system, is even more important than just in the scope
of SJSU itself, because this
institution also serves 12
junior colleges in the area,
said Sutphen.
Many of the re-entry
students start their quest for
a degree through the junior
college system and Sutphen
said she feels that a larger

scale program is needed to
reach out to these students
as well.
Also many adults return to
college because companies
will reimburse them for
finishing their degrees.
There are others who take
classes after retiring.
"It would be nice if there
were classes set up with
these students in mind," said
Sutphen. "Many times they
have to take classes that are
totally irrelevant for them.
"I hope the program can
push some of these ideas
within the university, but
this will take a lot of time
and effort and my small staff
can’t do everything," she
said.
Earlier in the school year
designed
Sutphen
questionnaire for the reentry students asking them
42 questions on different

Senate investigation scheduled

Vet grievances to be heard
By Myra Moore
Plans to hold Senate investigative hearings on
problems encountered by
veterans are now being
made, according to a
spokesman of the National
Association of Concerned
Veterans (NACV).
The NACV is composed of
veterans from northern
California. The spokesman
said he is coordinating the
veterans from De Anza,
Foothill, San Jose City
College and SJSU.
Sen. Alan Cranston, D-

Calif., chairman of the
senate
committee
on
veterans
affairs,
will
probably be one of the
members of the hearing
committee, the spokesman
said.
He said Cranston is running for re-election, so the
time and place of the hearing
is not yet definite.
The spokesman said that
veterans from throughout
northern California will be
testifying at the hearings. He
said there will also be
documented
evidence

presented at the hearing.
One of the primary points
that will be brought up is the
problem of administration
with in the regional office in
San Francisco.
The NAVC member said
many veterans have experienced
delays
in
receiving their checks and in
general have been getting
the "run around" every time
they visit the vets office.
At the hearing,requests for
the establishment of a new
VA regional office in the San
Joaquin Valley will be made.

The NACV spokesman said it
is very costly for vets to
travel to the regional office
in either San Francisco or
Los Angeles.

The fourth point that will
be brought up is that the
Veterans Administration
should hire more Spanishspeaking people.

Another area vets would
like to see improved is that of
the educating soon -to -be
released on benefits they are
entitled to upon their release.
Many believe the program
that now exists is not sufficient, and many vets are
losing out on certain benefits
because of a lack of
knowledge,

Act deadline

lengthened for Follies
Only six acts have turned
in applications for the Funky
Follies talent show, so the
program committee has

Investigator predicts police state
From page one
She stated this plan for
police to take over America
was the case with the two
assasinated Kennedys.
"And then in ’69, Ted
to
be
had
Kennedy
discredited by the accident
at Chappaquidick."
According to Brussell, the
hidden government forces
from
such
politicians
revealing the truth by blackmail.
She said this plot has also
been responsible for the

Manson killings, the Mann
shootout involving the
Soledad
brothers,
the
Altamont murder, the deaths
of Lenny Bruce, Martin
Luther King and Mrs.
Howard Hunt.
Brussell said she has come
to these conclusions due to
the extensive research she
has done in the last 10 years.
In fact, on a few occasions,
she has predicted events
before they happened.
"At the time Robert
Kennedy was campaigning,

his mother was in Monterey
campaigning for him. I put a
letter in her hand saying this
is how he’s going to be killed,
there’s no way he can made
it past the primary. Five
days later he was dead.
"And I wrote to Ted
Kennedy in June, ’69, and
said he was in imminent
danger and he’d better do
something soon. Don’t wait,
About two weeks later, the
Chappaquidick thing happened and that knocked him
out."

She has almost a total
recall of important events
and has read almost every
newspaper account, book
and report dealing with these
events,
She firmly believes the
truth of her statements.
From her research and her
interpretation of it, she
predicted the Garden City
plan for 1972 in San Diego,
"but they had to postpone it
because of Watergate."
However, now the time is
ripe, she said. The Patricia

Hearst kidnaping --which is
just another "phony"has
aroused the public to a
sufficient extent to bring off
the Garden City plan, according to Brussell.
She said she believes the
SLA is really a right-wing
organization controlled by
the CIA.
But only time will tell. The
tragic described will either
bring about a whole new
political order in America or
leave Mae Brussell with an
awfully red face.

Prizes to be given for blood donations
The semi-annual Red
Cross Blood Drive aimed at
collecting 1,000 pints from
SJSU students will begin
Monday in the S.U. Loma
Prieta Room.
Prizes to encourage blood

donations include a trip for
two to Disneyland with two
nights at the Disneyland
Hotel, two $25 gift certificates at the Spartan Book
Store and one-hour flight
lessons, said Blood Drive

Nixon not upset
by Michigan loss
WASHINGTON (AP )
President
Nixon
was
depicted by the White House
yesterday
as
neither
dismayed nor disheartened
by the victory of a Democrat
in
Michigan’s
special
election.
"The President believes
that Jim Spading fought a
good fight and if a man is
willing to run hard and
, campaign hard on the issues,
. the President will never turn
!away an opportunity to help
that candidate," said Deputy
Press Secretary Gerald L.
Warren.
He said Nixon did that in
the eighth congressional
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district election.
"The results were far
closer than were expected a
few weeks ago," Warren
said in commenting on the
victory of Democrat Robert
Traxler over GOP dandidate
James Sparling Jr., for
whom Nixon had campaigned in rural areas.
Chairman
Republican
George Bush expressed
dissapointment,
but
predicted the GOP will do
better in the fall elections.
"Our candidate closed the
gap in the last few days after
the President’s visit but
obviously not enough to
win," Bush said. "The
economy hurt, the energy
crisis hurt, and of course
Watergate hurt."

Chairman John Keese,
The dorm which contributes the most blood will
win a keg of beer, according
to Keese.
All donors and their
families will be eligible

during the next year for free
blood in case of some
emergency, added Keese.
Ordinarily a patient must
pay approximately $25 a
pint.
The drive, which is co-

sponsored by members of
Air Force ROTC will be
conducted between 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday.
Refreshments will be
served to donors.

Health clinic to open
An "alternate health
clinic" will open its doors to
the public next Monday.
The San Jose Free Health
Clinic, 123 S. Third St., will
provide non -medical services only for the first three
weeks said clinic spokesman
Jeff Brown.
Brown said if a person is
bothered by something or
just wants a place to crash
for a few hours, they can
come to the clinic.
Eventually the clinic will
offer the services of
volunteer doctors, said
Brown.
He described the clinic as
an alternative to other health
clinics because it will emphasize such concepts as
massage, accupuncture and
nutrition in addition to
standard health care.
Brown said the clinic will
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offer a "new way of looking
at and diagnosing oneself."
The clinic, which will
share offices with the Food
Conspiracy and Women

Against Rape, will be open
Monday through Thursday
from 8 p.m. to midnight and
Friday through Sunday from
10 p.m. to 3 a.m.
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The spokesman, said any
persons wanting more information or who would like
to participate in the hearings
can call 277-3201.

decided to extend the
audition sigh up date until
April 26.
The show, which has a
budget of more than $1,000 is
designed to provide students
a means to show their
talents. Auditions will be
April 23-26 at the Joint Effort
coffeehouse. There will be a
$1 entry fee.
The performance will be
May 4 in Morris Dailey. It is
being sponsored by the
Associated Students.
Members
have
been
working on the Follies for
more than a month, said
Eduardo Castro, member of
the committee.
"I don’t know why
students have not participated in the show. There
is a first prize of $200, and it
gives students a chance to
show their creativity," he
explained.
"We want to give students
an opportunity to benefit
from the money allocated for
Castro
entertainment,"
added.
If the show fails, it will
hinder or limit any student
participation program like
this in the future, explained
Castro.

aspects of re-entry.
Currently the results are
being tabulated and one of
the questions was whether
the students would like to
belong to a
re-entry
organization on campus and
whether they would like to
have a hand in organizing it.
A
majority
of
the
responses were favorable
and about 250 of the 1,000
questionnaires returned said
they would be interested in
getting such a club going.
Jerry Pateky, the head
resident at Royce Hall and
one of Sutphen’s helpers, has
taken the initiative in getting
this organization going.
She
has
scheduled
meetings at noon April 24
and 26 in Room 1 of the Home
Economics building for both
days to try to get things
started.
-It will also offered a

Candidate
to speak
Cathy O’Neill, Democratic
candidate for California
secretary of state will be on
campus tomorrow.
O’Neill is currently the
commissioner for the state
board of education, innovation and planning
commission.
She was a founding
member of Californians for
Campaign
Reform,
a
bipartisan coalition working
for major campaign finance
reform.
O’Neill is scheduled to
speak at noon in the
Costonoan Room of the
Student Union.

chance for many of the older
people in the over 27
category to get together
socially," she added.
Right now Sutphen’s office
is open from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday.
The extended hours are to
try to assist the many
students who, because of
jobs or other responsibilities,
must come to school in the
late afternoon or evening.
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Dear Akadama Mama

The Kama Sutra
of Wines.
Dear Akadama Mama:
I was at a party where they were
serving Akadama Plum with Seven lip. and I tell you it was fan tastic. I
wonder if you know of :my lither neat
ways to serve Akadama wines.
A. Fan
Dear A. Fan:
First off let me thank .vou for the
wonderful weekend I had preparing to
answer your letter We really had a hall
experimenting with Akadama Red,
White and Plum. And the only reason
I’m not still partying it up is that I had
to meet a deadline for this column
There are so many ways you can enjoy
Akadama. I like to think of it as the
Kama Sutra of wines. Here are some of
my favorite recipes. Bottoms up.
OUTRIGGER PUNCH
2 honk, Akadanta White
I can lrozen concentrated lonieade
I small hlock of ice
Mix together in punch howl with
pineapple and lime slices Serves
approximately ill medium size cups
SANGRIA AKADAMA
2 bottles Akadarna Red
1 quart of club soda
2 Cab frozen Conpuntrilled lemonade
Mix with lemon and orange slues in
large pitcher Serve over ice

PLUM DUCK
I bottle Akadama Pluni
I quart extra dry champagne
I small hick of ice
Sliced oranges and strawberries
Mix in punch howl. serves approximately
Ill medium size punch cups
AKADAMA BRASILIA
Equal part. Akadanai lied and
orange MKT
Sprit, ol soda
Serve with ice
AKADAMA sriuTzEtt
poin (+died Akadania Red into tall glass
with ice Add soda and stir gently
V(MKADAMA
1 part Vodka
1 part Akatlama Red
or add to taste.
Twist of lemon
PLUM AND BRANDY
I ’,art Akadarna Plum
I part Brandy
Serve 171 it large wine glass
or Mandy snifter
RED BALL EXPRESS
I jigger Gin
Add Akadania Riql to taste
Twist of lemon
Sensational!
Listen to Mama, and
pass the Akadama, the wine
that tastes a lot more than it costs.

Pa
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Fall to 6th place In PCAA

Spartans stumble twice

Spartans lose grid coach
By Joey Seanapico
Professional football
teams save once again
dipped their greedy little
hands into SJSU’s coaching
staff and come up a winner.
Jim Colbert, defensive line
coach on last year’s Spartan
football team, will join the
Portland Storm of the World
Football League at the
beginning of next season, it
was announced today.
Colbert is the third SJSU
coach to join the professional
ranks in the last two months.
Earlier this year, offensive
line coach Cal Murphy and
linebacking coach George
Dyer resigned to work for
the Canadian Football
League. Murphy is going to
the B.C. Lions and Dyer left
San Jose for the Winnipeg
Blue Bombers.
Also resigning recently
was Ed Alsman, a graduate
assistant, now affiliated with

Jim Colbert
the Los Angeles Rams as a
special team’s assistant.
Colbert
molded
the
Spartan defense in a topnotch secondary last fall.

The SJSU line allowed 131.9
yards per game on the
average and yielded only
nine touchdowns, both
statistics which were tops in
the Pacific Coast Athletic
Association.
Two stars under his
direction were Dwayne
Price and Clay Jackson, both
of whom went on to earn AllPCAA honors.
Colbert was an assistant
under Spartan head coach
Darryl Rogers at Fresno
and
played
State
professional
baseball
temporarily for the Kansas
City A’s before coming to
SJSU.
He will assume his new
as
defensive
position
coordinator and secondary
coach for Portland early
next fall.
No announcement has
been made on his successor
at SJSU.

Ungracious Cardinals
beat Spartan netmen 7-2
The Stanford Cardnials
played host to SJSU last
Tuesday, but weren’t very
gracious in taking a 7-2
decision on the Stanford
tennis courts.
Coach Butch Krikorian’s
squad has always had
trouble against the Cards,
mainly because Stanford is
the No. 1 team in the nation.
Stanford’s awesome power
showed as it took all six
singles matches.
SJSU’s top man Andy
Moffat was drubbed by Chico
Hagey in straight sets 0-0, 6Spartan Bob Hansen, held
on as long as he could, but
dropped the second match to
Chip Fisher 6-3, 3-6, 6-2.
Hansen’s second set victory
was the only bright spot for
the Spartans in the singles
competition.
The final singles match
provided a little hope for the
SJSU contingent as Tony
Yvanovich and Jake Warde
hooked up in a tough first set
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that Warde pulled out 7-6.
Yvanovich ran out of gas in
the second set, losing 6-3.
The lone victories for the
Spartans came in the
doubles.
Moffat and Joe Myers
teamed for the upset of the
day in defeating Mark
Mitchell and Nick Saviano 6-

By Blaise Castren
After vaulting itself back
into contention for the
Pacific Coast Athletic
Association crown, the SJSU
varsity baseball team was
ambushed 10-3 and 8-3, by a
hard-hitting University of
Pacific team Tuesday in a
pair of afternoon games in
Stockton.
The Spartan league record
dipped to a dismal 4-7,
sending them to sixth place
in the PCAA. Their overall
record once again fell below
the .500 mark at 17-18.
Pacific (5-5) vaulted ahead
of the Spartans and both trail
league leader Fresno State
(8-3 I.
After rebounding with a
pair of vicories over Long
Beach State Saturday, SJSU
resumed its lackluster brand
of baseball by committing
seven errors in the twinbill to
aid the Pacific cause.
Pacific erased a 3-0
Spartan lead in the first
game of the doubleheader by
scoring nine runs in the first
four innings to take a 10-3
victory, then five SJSU

miscues paved the way for
the Tigers to score in five of
the first six innings of the
nightcap and walk away with
an 8-3 second game win.
The pitching staff, which
had lately been the most
consistent element of the
SJSU team, fell apart as this
year’s No. 2 pitcher, Randy
Zyllter, lasted only two innings in the initial game and
last year’s ace Jeff Gingrich
was driven from the hill in
the fourth frame of the
second contest.
Spartan hitters started the
twinbill like a ball of fire
with the three runs in the
first inning of the opener, but
were blanked the rest of the
way the Tiger’s, Russ Word.
With one out in the first,
Steve Macchi singled, Mark
Carroll reached base on an
error, and after a fielder’s
Rob
shortstop
choice,
Brassea doubled home both
runners. An error allowed
the third run to score.
However, after being
staked to the early lead,
Zylker (Who entered the
game with a 290 earned run

After Pacific tallied a run
in the first inning off
Gingrich in the second game,
the gutsy junior righthander
was the victim of three
unearned runs in the next
three innings.
Brassea drove in two more
runs in the second game and
Carroll, who was 2-2 in the
nightcap, drove in the other
SJSU tally.
After 11 games of its 26game PCAA schedule the
Spartans are now in sixth
place (out of seven teams) in
the conference and are four

average) was tagged for two
runs in the bottom of the first
and three more in the last of
the second.
Catcher Dave AbdaLla got
the big hit for the Tigers,
belting a three-run home run
in the second to wipe out a 3-2
SJSU lead.
Reliever Tim Walsh didn’t
have much more success as
he was the victim of a pair of
two-run rallies by the host
Tigers.
The lone bright spot in the
game was Don Orndorff, who
hurled the final four innings,
striking out eight Tiger
hitters, while allowing only
one run.
"Orndorff was about the
only thing that pleased me
about the games," said
coach Gene Menges. "He
had some trouble earlier in
the year, but he’s finally
starting to fire the ball."
Menges also hinted that
Orndorff, who has worked
out of the Spartan bullpen
this year may get a start in
one of the doubleheader
games Saturday against
UCSB.

games
behind
Fresno State.

kingpin

SJSU will now travel to
Santa Barbara this weekend
for a three-game series with
the
last -place
UCSB
Gauchos. The teams will
play a single game at 2:30
p.m. Friday, then play a
doubleheader Saturday at
noon. Campus radio station
KSJS (90.7 FM) will air the
twinbill beginning at 11:45
a.m. Paul Ryden and Pat
Hughes will call all the ac
tions.

Don’t depend on 10 people a day to answer your message
Irons a bulletin board. Depencton the Spartan Daily Classified
277.3175.

FIRST BAY AREA APPEARANCE
Donn Bortfeld presents
MAE BRUSSELL
in
DIALOGUE: CONSPIRACY
...Political Assassinations and
Conspiracies from Dallas to Oakland...
1:30 P.M. SUNDAY APRIL 21st
SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Tickets: Top Hat Tickets, 140w. San Carlos St.
San Jose 95113...all seats $2.50...enclose
stamped return...Also Macy’s Box Offices
For information phone 14081 295-8050

TWAs
EAST COAST
SALE.

3, 3-6, 7-6.
The Spartans salvaged a
second
point
when
Yvanovich and Bruce Antal
downed Bill Koran and
Glenn Golden in straight
sets, 6-2, 6-4.
The Spartans travel to
University of San Francisco
today to battle with the Dons.
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And here’s all you have to do.
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a seat for the day you want to go.
Give us a twenty dollar deposit. $40 if you’re going round trip.
(Refundable only if you cancel more than 90 days before
departure.)
And the balance at least 45 days before your departure date.
Then relax.
A month before you’re ready to leave, TWA will
mail you your ticket plus all the flight information.
If you want, you can even charge your trip on
your TWA Getaway* Card or on any other major credit card.

Now you should know you may have to stop or make
connections. And you can’t stay over en route.
But you should also know that the plane you’ll be traveling
on will be a regularly scheduled TWA jet. Not a charter flight.
And on meal flights, you’ll get a meal and beverage. Plus a
movie( at a small charge on movie flights.
What’s more, you’ll be able to stay for as short as a day.
Or as long as a year.
Because there are no minimum or maximum stay
restrictions.
In other words, you’ll he getting all the services a regular
Coach passenger gets. Only you’ll be getting them for a lot less.
Needless to say, in times like these an offer like this is going
to be booked pretty quick. And we only have a limited number
of daily seats available for this service.
Once they’re. booked, that’s it.
So call your TravelAgent now. Or TWA at 298-6600.
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Education only hope for migrants
By Joe Fisher
"Why don’t they go back to
Mexico?"
This question typifies an
attitude that still prevails in
Santa Clara County toward
the migrant worker and his
special problems and needs,
according to Bob Silvas,
coordinator of the Migrant
Education Program here.
Silvas has for the past
three years been implementing the federally
funded program initiated in
1967 to meet the most
pressing educational and
health needs of migrant
children from kindergarten
through 12th grade.
He says a lack of understanding still exists on
the part of some school
districts, health officials and
the public at large with
regard to the plight of
migrant families, but there
has nevertheless been much
success for the growing
program which is heading
for an admittedly far-off goal
of
"having this
new
generation of migrants be
the last generation of
migrants."
Silvas’ office at 99 Notre
Dame Ave., San Jose, is
under the U.S. Department
of Health, Education and
Welfare and is primarily
concerned
with
the
education and health care of
migrant children in eight
California counties from
Santa Clara to Ventura in the
south.
Schools are responsible
According to state code,
each school district has the
responsibility of educating
every child residing within
its boundaries, whether the
child be migrant or not. But,
Silvas says many schools

don’t understand this.
"They think migrants are
a special agency’s responsibility, but they are
required to give the same
benefits to all children," he
explained. "We give beyond
what the school must give."
What
the
Migrant
Education Program does
provide is supplemental
instruction in English as a
second language and reading
and math skills, as well as
medical and dental care.
Many of the migrant
children speak only Spanish
or very little English, so
teachers are specially
trained to deal with these
handicaps :
Silvas’
office makes
recommendations to school
personnel as to more effective methods or materials
of instruction and any expense a school goes to for
special instruction aids is
taken care of by federal
funds.
Culture shock faced
Usually a school will notify
the Migrant Education
Program immediately if a
migrant child becomes
enrolled. Often, too, a
migrant
youngster
is
recognized only as a
troublemaker when really
his problem is a frustration
with language and culture
shock, said Silvas.
In the San Jose office,
when a child’s name is
received, terminal operators
Emma
Rodriquez and
Lesbia Rivera send it
through a teletype computer
to the Migrant Student
Records Center in Little
Rock, Ark.
A readout is transferred
back to them which indicated the child’s vital

David Reyes

Coordinator Bob Silvas gets report from Emma Rodriguez
statistics --family, health
records, Previous education
and testing, and his special
interests. This enables Silvas
and his co-workers to
adequately prescribe a
course of study and special
help for the child within the
school district.
At several colleges, including SJSU, the program
utilizes what is termed a
"mini -corps" of bilingual,
bicultural
undergraduates
who are trained in the area
of migrant education.
This mini-corps becomes a
teaching corps during the

summer months when the
migrant population is at its
height in Santa Clara
County.
Medical care provided
Medical and dental care
must also be provided these
children before any kind of
learning experience can
hope to be fruitful, Silvas
said.
Each year several student
dentists from the UC School
of Dentistry in San Francisco volunteer to man two
mobile dental clincis that
travel to migrant population
pockets in the eight counties.

Debbie Lopez is a dental
assistant and health liaison
officer for the migrant
program and aids the roving
dentists as they make their
rounds in two fully -equipped,
30 and 40-foot buses.
"We’re equipped for
everything but surgery," she
said. She added, "For the
majority of kids who come,
it’s the first and only time
they’ll see a dentist."
There are approximately
80,000 migrant children in
California during peak
periods of harvest from May
to November and according

to Silvas, the entire state
program reaches about half
of them. In Santa Clara
County they number about
400 with the majority in the
Gilroy area.
Stability taught
"We try to teach the kids
the advantages of being
stable, settling in one area,
and seeking employment
other than in the fields," said
Silvas,
a
one-time
schoolteacher himself.
He said the migrant people
in California, 99 per cent of
whom are Mexican, just
don’t have the expertise to be
gainfully employed except in
the fields.
Both parents are usually in
the fields at the same time
and don’t have the time or
knowledge to investigate
educational possibilities for
their children. They’re just
here long enough to get the
money they need to return to
their home base, said Silvas,
and live until the next harvest season.
"Some people actually
think migrants are lazy,
working six months then
going on vacation six months
in Mexico. I ask them if
they’d like to trade places
and bust their butts at stoop
labor in 30-degree weather at
$1.65 an hour," said Silvas.
Some even criticize the
migrant program for giving
handouts to the poor
workers, but Silvas has no
doubt
"they
deserve
everything they get."
Migrants Deeded
He thinks an important
thing to keep in mind is what
would result if migrants
failed to come into a region
to work, a region that
depends on their Olean labor
for its margin of profit.

"If I had a billion dollars,
I’d pay the workers to stay
out just to see what would
happen to the economies of
some of those communities
and farms that don’t even
respect child labor laws,"
said Silvas.
Alicia Shemirani, chief
secretary, has been with the
Migrant Education Program
in San Jose for six years and
has watched it grow since
1968 when approximately
10,000
children
were
provided educational services; in 1973-74 the program
is designed to serve nearly
50,000 migrant youth through
high school. And Shemirani
has seen the staff on Notre
Dame Avenue grow from the
original three to 15 workers,
including the new regional
director, Eduardo Cabrera.
Conference planned
Cabrera is in the process of
planning
the
Seventh
National Conference on

h*Itels

ooklond to brussels
Vld

Robertson
If the studies being conducted on the proposed
relocation site for the San

Jose Municipal Airport come
out "favorable", Robertson
hypothesized, "It might be
considered" as a locale.
"I’m not sure we wouldn’t
be facing the same problems
with noise in 10 years there
that we now have at the
current airport," he continued.
"There could be an
alternative study proposed
for a site in south county,
near
Morgan
Hill,"
suggested Robertson.
"Milpitas, Fremont and
Alviso will all have to agree
to the proposed airport site,"
Robertson said. "Milpitas
will grow and have its own
interests to consider. They
probably will not want to go
along with the proposed site
and I won’t blame them."
Robertson would like to

Gubernatorial Club action nets
election draws $800 for grants
student voters
More than 400 voters have registered at the voter
registration table outside the Student Union in the two weeks
the service has operated.
According to Joel Konopken, who operates the table,
"About 98 per cent of of those have been students, but we’re
not shooting for any particular goal. We’re just trying to get
as many people registered as possible."
Voters may register anytime before May 5 to participate in
the June 4 gubernatorial primary election, said Konopken.
There is no absentee registration, but once registered, a
person may vote absentee. Konopken said that more
registration information is available by calling 299-2161.
Of the 400 people registered so far, Konopken said roughly
"60-65 per cent have registered as Democrats, about 20 per
cent haven’t declared, about 10 per cent Republican and the
rest have been split up among La Raze, American
Independent and Peace and Freedom."
Konopken also said that either later this week or early
next, week a registration table would be set up at the Dining
Commons of the dorms.
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’Charter fare is based on a pro -rata share of total
charter cost. Eligibility
Students, faculty, m
ployees and immediate family members. Not in
chided in fare is $3 U.S. Departure and $2 50
Brussels Airport Taxes.

’Districting issue most critical’
San Jose real estate broker,
are the other issue. He
questioned the allocation of
tax monies to such things as
the Spartan Stadium and the
Community Theater.
San Jose hasn’t reached its
limit in growth, according to
Robertson.
It will depend upon the city
government,
he
said,
whether or not San Jose
continues to develop and
annex.
"People are not so
fascinated with growth,"
Robertson said. "Looking at
the results of Proposition B
(the measure that proposed
zoning should be restricted
in those school districts
already overcrowded), it is
apparent the people are
saying they want time to
think about it."

Capitol International Airways DC -8 jets

FLT ,

Mayoral candidate declares

By Carolynne Born
The main issue in this
year’s race for mayor is city
council representation by
district, according to candidate Robbie Robertson.
"City problems occur
within a district," Robertson
told the Spartan Daily this
week. "They need to be
resolved by district, not at
large."
"Most city officials are
against district representation," he stated. "They say
it would dilute the power of
the few who back the
council’s policy, and that the
’wrong people’ would get on
Council.
"That means," continued
Robertson, "those people
who would ask too many
questions."
Taxes, according to the

Migrant Education to be held
in San Diego in May. The
convention, of which he is
coordinator, will draw
migrant educators from the
various federal programs in
the 48 states where they have
been established to discuss
ways of insuring a better
educational future for all
migrant children.
"Migrants, because of the
nature of their employment,
are a natural resource," said
Cabrera. "They harvest the
food for this country’s
table."
Silvas claimed that the
mortality rate of migrant
infants is higher than that of
South Vietnamese babies.
"We poured billions of
dollars over there to give a
Vietnemese child a chance of
living longer, when the
migrants here, who are an
integral part of the economy,
are apparently less well off,"
he concluded.

The annual Scholarships
Fund and Silent Auction,
sponsored by the SJSU
Faculty Wives Club, netted
more
than
$800
for
scholarships to be used in the
next school year, according
to a scholarship fund
spokesman.

but would like to see another
consolidation conflict.
"They haven’t been getting adequate services," he
admitted, "but we can’t
until the court has made its
decision ( about the legality
of the 1968 consolidation

FOR FULL DETAILS, COMPLETE FLIGHT SCHEDULE AND
BOOKING FORM

Robertson earned his
degree from San Jose State
University in accounting and
finance in 1967.

GeoTrek

1400

Icay

_

FILL IN COUPON AND MAIL TO

Coleman Ave.

ZiP

TIRED OF GETTING RIPPED OFF ON INSURANCE?
FOR THE LOWEST RATES ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
CAMPUS

CSIS/

Robertson said he goes
along with the mall concept
for redeveloping downtown
San Jose. But, he added, the

INSURANCE
SERVICE

404 S. Third St. 289-8681

Santa Clara streets should be
included in the plans

MUSIC
NEWS

krA,04,0

The scholarships will be
handled
through
the
financial aids director. In
order to qualify for the
scholarships, a students
must have a definite need for
the financial aid and must
also have maintained a 2.5
G PA.

Spartaguide
TODAY
WOMEN’S STUDY PROGRAM meets today
at 2 p rn in the S U Urnunhurn Room
The
Yvonne Jacobsen will lecture on
Virgin and the Whore A History of Men’s
Attitudes Toward Women "
PI SIGMA ALPHA FRIDAY presents Cathy
iNeill candidate for California secretary
of stale, tommorrow at noon in the S
Costonoan Hoorn

SATURDAY
INDIA STUDENT A.S.SfelATION presents
’ An evening in exotic India." tonight at ii
Morns Dailey Auditonum Classical miler
of the Nue will he presented as well as
popular music
SPARTAN ORIOITI is sponsoring
volleyball tournament today and tomorrow
(him 9a an until Span Tearia from several
California cities will participate

FREE PUBLIC LECTURE
ON CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

"RENEWAL"
by CHARLES M. CARR, C.S.B.
of New York City
Member of the Christian Science Board
of Lectureship
This lecture will be on Saturday
morning April 20th at 10:30 a.m.
at
MONTGOMERY THEATRE
145W. San Carlos Street
ENTRANCE ON MARKET STREET

NO CHARGE NO COLLECTION
CHILD CARE PROVIDED

I

Santa Clara, CA 95050

THE ’PERSONAL’ SOUND

ALL ON KSJS

90.7 FM

Live Coffee House broadcast tonite-8 PM
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Professor
fishes for
his class

Photos by Carl Ricker

Prof. Daniel E. Gline’s coed angling class is one of
unusual.
most
SJSU’s
Meeting twice weekly, most
of the time at Cottonwook
Lake in Hellyer Park, the
class concentrates mainly on
flyfishing, but also on lake
fishing.
Glines
left,
Above
demonstrates the tying of
dry and wet flies in a rare inclass session. Above right,
Glines shows Pam Myers the
for
technique
correct
casting.
Glines shows Dave Bibby
(in foreground) how to cast
close to the bank where fish
often feed, below left, and
Glines assists Lil Kiyoi in
selecting the proper fly at
right.
The class has planned a
trip for April 27 to either
Davis Lake or Pyriamd Lake
for experience in lake
casting, and also a trip to
either the Sacramento or Pit
Rivers, on May 10, for river
casting.

Public may now take officials to court
WASHINGTON
AP )
Spurred by suits following
the deaths of four students at
Kent State University in
1970, the Supreme Court
yesterday opened the way
for citizens to take state
officials into court to answer
for their acts.
The
high
court
unanimously rejected the
notion that state officials
have an absolute immunity
for their official acts, said

Chief Justice Warren E.
Burger for the court, but it is
qualified.
The court thus kept alive
damage suits against Ohio
officials brought by relatives
of three of the four students
slain in a confrontation with
Ohio National Guardsmen
during a protest against the
Indochina War.
The justices sent the cases
back to a lower federal court
for more proceedings to

determine the extent of the
immunity of the officials
named as defendants.
The defendants include
former Gov. James Rhodes,
the adjutant general of the
state National Guard, officers and enlisted men of
the guard and the university
president.
The suits were filed by
families of slain students
Sandra Scheuer, Allison
Krause and Jeffrey Glen

Miller.
Mrs. Martin Scheuer,
Boardman, Ohio, whose
daughter was killed, said of
the court’s decision: "It
shows our system of justice
is working. I’m very pleased
that finally we’re getting
something done."
Former
Adj.
Gen.
Sylvester Del Corso, head of
the National Guard at the
time of the incident, said:
"We were all agents of the

Judge refuses to dismiss
charges for AIM leaders
ST. PAUL., Minn. APIA
federal judge refused to
dismiss charges yesterday
against American Indian
Movement leaders Dennis
Banks and Russell Means,
who are charged in last
year’s 71 -day takeover of
Wounded Knee, S.D.
However, U.S. District
Court Judge Fred J. Nichol
said the government could
not use any evidence it had

acquired by monitoring the
single telephone in the
village.
The government had an
extension to the telephone at
a roadblock it had set up
outside the village.
The judge coupled his
order with criticism of the
prosecution and the FBI.
He said the government
had done a poor job of
preparing its case and

City feet need Roots.

to the civil suits on which the
Supreme Court acted.
A federal district court
judge had dismissed the civil
suits at a very early stage,
saying he lacked jurisdiction
because the cases were
essentially against the state
itself and therefore barred
by the federal constitution.
That
action
was
premature, said Burger,
holding that the 11th
Amendment ban on federal

Remember a loved one’s Birthday. Spartan Daily

one of the most popular
pictures of our time

Berkeley
2431 Durant Ave.

San Francisco
1428 Polk St.

Judge Nichol said the
government’s roadblock
phone was not used to
facilitate negotiations, which
the government said was its
chief purpose in installing it.

Dennis Banks

BILLY
JACK

Attorneys for Banks and
Means had alleged such
monitoring had taken place,
violating their rights.

FREE
WITH THIS AD

ONE 10 OZ. SOFT DRINK
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY SANDWICH

41111
rAt 54 TT

500 University Ave.
Phone 326-0784
Palo Alto, Ca. 94301

Applications now
available in the
business office and
the information
desk in the student
union

EE’s
Bob Hebson, SJ State ’64, our EE Manager will be on
campus Monday, April 22 at the Career Planning and
Placement Center.

OFFER GOOD THRU SUNDAY, APRIL 21, 1974
ONE PER CUSTOMER

ettutictociettecika*

If you feel you have the capability of carrying an assignment from original concept through circuit de
veloprnent to a proven design for reliable electronic
equipment, Bob wants to talk to you.

Your interests should be in the direction of display
systems, monolithic integrated circuit logic, pulse circuitry and cathode ray tube deflection circuits.

Our opportunities are located right here in the Santa
Clara Valley at our modern plant in Palo Alto.

We are an equal opportunity employer committed to
affirmative action. Men and women applicants are
invited to apply.

475 E San Carlos

Tee-Root. Wine.
New Earth. White In
suede. Hunter or
Rust.

BIKE INSURANCE

Idea Oriented

Itagueneau’s
Sport Root. Light
Brown Black In
suede Blue. Hunter.
Sahara

suits against states does not
uniformly bar such suits for
damages against individual
officials.
The U.S. Circuit Court at
Cincinnati affirmed the
lower court decision,

Classified 277-3175.

presenting some of the
evidence. He said the FBI
had withheld information
that should have been
delivered to government
attorneys and turned over to
the defense.

But he also said there was
no evidence the FBI had
monitored any conversations
between defense attorneys
and clients over the phone.

state of Ohio. We did not act
as individuals."
The Supreme Court vote
was 8 to 0 with Justice
William 0. Douglas taking
no part.
Last month a federal
grand jury in Cleveland
indicted eight of the National
Guardsmen on charges of
violating the civil rights of
the students who were killed
and wounded. The indictments were not related
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Last Reagan film

Exhibit opens in SU Gallery

to show at SJSU

Bubbles, animals inhabit art
By Joan Baldwin
Etchings, oils and an
eight foot square sand box
of
warring
ceramic
elephants are all part of the
exhibit now featured in the
S.U. Art Gallery.
The works are a compilation of five Bay Area
artists and will be on
display until May 7.
Ron Croci specialized in
water color, but his works
in oil are the most striking
in the exhibit.
"Portrait of Suzanne
Croci" has nude Carole
King-like brunette perched
on ared velvet cushion inthe
middle of a tree -lined
meadow, gazing at her
reflection in a giant soap
bubble. As she stares,

"Untitled" by Ron Croci on display

smaller bubbles break
away from the larger
bubble and drift up to the
sk), each carrying her
image.
Racial comment
Some social comment is
made by Crocci in his
watercolor, "Slave," A
Black man stands in an
oarless boat in the midst of
a white-capped lake. He
has been given his freedom
but lacks the tools to go
anywhere.
Stan Washburn’s etchings are full of humor
and imagination. His etentitled
"Birching
a
depicts
dlesque"
pathetically plucked bird
doing a Vagas style fan
its five
dance with

the following ground rules: 1. No wolves, male or female; 2.
No alcohol in any container, human or otherwise; 3.
Absolutely no profanity, dirty jokes, or suggestive stories
and 4. No clothing except for reasons of sanitation or inclement weather.
"Clothes Free" is not a complete guide. Although many
nudist clubs are mentioned, information about some is scant,
while others are not covered at all. The editors write that
they will depend on readers for additional information about
many nude meeting places.
If the editors of "Clothes Free" had stuck to providing a
guide to nudist clubs, the publication would have been better
off. Unrelated articles printed with the intent to titilate the
reader fall short of their purpose.
Bra-less instructor
"Wendy’s Secret Weapons," the story of a University of
Oklahoma English instructor, Wendy Zellea Berlowitz, who
decided to conduct her classes without her blouse accomplished less than the desired effect.
Illustrated with poorly reproduced photographs of nude
men and women cavorting in various locations, the
magazine’s attempts at visual titilation are also a dismal
failure.

dies of pneumonia
NEW YORK ( AP) -Frank
McGee, an NBC television
newsman seen regularly on
the "Today" program died
yesterday morning. He was
52 and had been suffering
from cancer of the bone
marrow for the past four
years.
The immediate cause of
his death was pneumonia.
His final months of
braodcasting duty were
performed under severe
pain, his doctor said.
McGee made his last
appearance on the "Today"
program last Thursday
His hallmark as a news
and
combroadcaster

Gold or Olga?

ANNOUNCEMENTS
An unusual exhibition of
avant-garde art work by San
Francisco artists Howard
Fried and Paul Kos is on
display in the University Art
Gallery in the Art Department through April 25.
For this exhibition the
gallery has been divided by
means of a temporary dry
wall. Kos, in his half of the
gallery, has installed a large
sluice tray used in mining
gold, 13 gold-plated panning
some
and
plates,
photographs.
Symbolic search
Titled "Finding of Gold,"
Kos’ exhibit is meant to be a
total experience for the
viewer. It includes a
videotape, "Search: Olga Gold," made by Kos and his
wife on a trip to Wyoming
which depicts their symbolic
search through the mountainous country for a woman
named Olga who was lost 30
years before.
Gold or Olga?
The videotape explains
that the search for Olga was
abandoned in favor of a
search for another kind of
entity: gold. Kos’ work deals
with the way in which society
tends to confuse goals during
a search, and the fact that
the process of reaching goals
is often lost sight of today.
The other half
Howard Fried uses half of
the gallery for a seven-foot-

The Fried exhibit also
contains two videotapes
which will be shown Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays at 12:40 and 2:45
p.m.

GUYS AND GALS-loin a college -age
ballet class at Eufraz. School of
Ballet
Basic
"technique" for
beginning dancers Small classes,
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. director, 241 1300
LEWIN’S METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
7644 Ashby Ave Berkeley, Ca 94705
Bee New Age Shopper Write for
Free Catalogue We Mail The Books

Kos videotape
The Kos videotape will be
shown on Mondays and
Tuesdays at 11:30 a.m., 12:05
p.m., 1:45 p.m. and 3:15 p.m.
On Wednesdays the tape will
be shown only during the
first three times.
The art gallery is open
weekdays from 11 to 4, except on Wednesdays when it
is open from 11 to 3, and from
5 to 8 p.m.

TV draws stars

DEERHORN PIPES hand crafted,
beautiful work. All sizes. 575. Will do
Custom work For further into Cali
Mike at 264 1117 aft 5 30 Pm
"SPROUTS" Sandwiches All kinds
122 E. San
for lunch & dinner
Salvador Near the University. Call
295 5102 for take out
FRIDAY
FLICKS presents HIGH
PLAINS DRIFTER they’d never
forget the day the feeling cowbOY.
EASTWOOD drifted into
CLINT
town You won’t either 2 shows 70.10
pm Mor Dailey Aud Apr 19th by A
Phi 0 50 cents

1

1.0S ANGEIES ( API -A lot of familiar faces are appearing in pilots this season.
Since the debacle a few years ago of signing a number of
movie stars directly for series-and then seeing them all
fail -the networks rarely take chances these days.
Even stars who have carried previous series for years have
to go through the process of making a pilot for a new show
and having it tested on the air.
There is, of course, another consideration. With the lure of
a series, the networks can get a major star to appear in a
movie. Ostensibly, it’s a pilot. But even if it doesn’t work out
as a series, at least the network has had the drawing power of
that star in a movie.
The familiary faces include, among others, James Garner,
Ernest Borgnine, Andy Griffith, Desi Arnaz, Richard
Crenna, Fess Parker, Peter Graves and Fred MacMurray.
MacMurray, the star of "My Three Sons" for 12 years, is
back with a new family and is appearing in his first TV
movie, "The Chadwick Family,"

YOUNG WRITERS Sell your writing!
MARKETIPS booklet tells how, lists
what 37 magazines & contests want
and pay Copy 51 25 THORNTON
MARKETIPS,
PD Box
EB.
Belmont, Ca 94002
MEDITATION WORKSHOP every
Weds
45 pm Gestalt centering
techniques. meditation and other
awareness exercises SU Guadalupe
Pm FREE’
SANCTUARY. selected writings by
Jon Christopher Bilingual English
French edition --Spartan Bookstore

WANTED-Baseball cards Cash for
Also buy
all types, 1888 1967
Kelloggs 313 cards Call 261 5530

SPEND an evening in exotic India,
Dances, Fashion Show. Music.
Songs and Snacks Sat April 70th
00 pm Morris Dailey AO FREE!
presented by India Student Assoc of
SJSU
CATHY O’NEILL, candidate for
Secretary of State. will speak on
campus in the Costonan Pm of the
Student Union Friday, April 19th at
Be informed be there
17 noon
Sponsored by Po Sigma Alpha

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF?
Call CS’ S. originators of Student
Auto insurance Lowest Rates No
Student refused Call 7090661 or stop
by 104 So 3rd St . Second floor Ord
& San Salvad0r1

9 SPOTS AVAILABLE
11.10

411110

IMP
411111$
el111111111

ONERO

ON A.S. PROGRAM BOARD

STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farrners Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 GPA low non smoker
rates also Call days 9480223
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE AUTO TECH
Skilled mechanic specializing in
Foreign Economy II Sport cars
Tuneup. repair & front end align
men, Open Sat Bring this ad for
discount 797 1690 798 N 13 St

For 1974-75

Forums Board (3 spots)
Entertainment Board (6 spots)
All Applications Must Be In By Thurs., April 25th
A.S. OFF’ICES-COLLEGE UNION
or call 277-3201

mentator was absolute
coolness in crisis, a quality
that brought him national
attention as the anchorman
of
so-called
instant
specials -extended news
programs.

A Ronald Reagan Film Festival, in conjunction with the
San Jose appearance of Governor Reagan and Vice
President Gerald Ford, is being presented ioday by the A.S.
Experimental College and the Third World Coalition.
The featured film will be "The Killers" starring Reagan,
Lee Marvin and Angie Dickinson. The film was the last
movie Reagan made before becoming governor of California.
"The Killers" was based on a novel by Ernest Hemmingway of the same title. In the film Reagan plays the head
of a crime syndicate.
The Ronald Reagan Film Festival is scheduled to begin at
4:15 p.m. in Journalism 141. Admission is free.

Students
rote
lot Hilton.
Send for your Student Identification Card and get a
big break on lates at Hilton Hotels and Inns coast to
coast (Grad students and faculty. too ) Just mail this
coupon to Hilton Hotels Fulfillment Department,
Suite 200, 205 S Beverly Drive. Beverly Hills, California 90212 Then come visit the Hiltons

MEDITATION

Name_

AND LECTURE
WITH

Address

SAT, April 20 630 PM
Grace Cathedral,
Cal. & Taylor St., S.F.
FRI. April 19 8:00 PM
Stanford U. Chapel,
Palo Alto

Stale

City--

SRI CHINMOY

College_.

Zip
Class of 19

iXHILT011 HOTELS

CLASSIFIED

Art shows moral dilemma
high coffee cup which appears to be imbedded in the
wall so that viewers see only
half of it.
The opposite wall is
covered by wallpaper made
from a Fried drawing
created over the period of a
year by means of a tightlyheld felt pen. A photo of a
real coffee cup is placed over
the wallpaper.
Daily experience
Fried intends to suggest
how various kinds of experience and learning are
manifested in our daily lives
as we make decisions
regarding how to preceed in
the best way.

in the East. Walking in the (
gallery, the first thing one
sees is the white sandbox I
containing Menze’s work
"Rigel 12 Desert Campaign."
Elephants hide behind
rocks or lie fallen on the
sparkling white sand
dressed in military regalia
Janie
Sweetnam’s
painting, "The Book of
Revelations,"
is
a
mataphysical look at the
last book in the New
Testament. In a lavish
rainbow
of
colors,
Sweetnam portrays the
rise of humanity from the
crumbling
crises
of
modern society to spiritual
harmony and a new
society.

Newsman McGee

Nudist tips in new book
By Mark Whitefield
Tips for the wayward nudist are given in a new bi-annual
publication-"Clothes Free."
The first edition sells for $2.95 and provides information
about 173 nude beaches, ranches and parks in the Western
Hemisphere.
Five of the clubs listed are within driving distance of San
Jose. Two are in the city itself-Tan Oaks Park and Sol-0Tans.
Nude dances
Tan Oaks Park has nude dances and parties and alcohol is
permitted. Camping with hot water shower is $4 per day, $25
per week.
Sol-O-Tans is described only as a "Travel club." Its
members plan trips to exotic places where nudity is accepted.
The Sequoians Inc. in Castroville boasts a weekend
average attendence of 100 people and claims it has hosted as
many as 300 guests.
While the Bay Area nudist clubs list few restrictions, those
in other areas often have inhibiting conduct requirements.
Wolves prohibited
The Flamingo Country Club in Delray Beach, Florida has

remaining plumes.
The animals in all of his
etchings are satirical with
humorously stupid expressions, and also seem
oddly human To laugh at
them is to laugh at one’s
self in memory of foolish
moments in the past.
Mars recreated
Life on the planet Mars is
recreated by Chris Manze,
who
has
submerged
ceramic castles in an
aquarium of milky white
uses
Menze
water.
ceramics in his other
works, which feature tiny
elephants.
Menze uses elephants
because they represent
knowledge and longevity,
and are revered as deities

SAVE THIS AO. Most menet’ brands of
quality stereo components available
at dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment Lowest
prices in the Bay Area Call 257 2028
after 5 pm
WATERBEDS.
Special
Student
Discount We will consider anything
of value on trade for waterbeds and
accessories Downtown Waterbeds
416W San Carlos St . S J 287 2000
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40
cents per pound Any amount Phone
293 2954
’55 FORD TRUCK, hi pert 390. Holly
780 bored 060, Borg Warner T 10
trans. !sky t. race, Scheafer press.
plate, Ansen pedals. Hurst ’Comp
shift, US amps 15x 10 slotted, trac
tion bars MUST DRIVE $650 trade
offer 241 5953

4

Free
$09
discounts.
Noah’s Ark

FOOT BLACK LIGHT
523 95
COMPLETE 10" BLACKLIGHT
512 99 NEW SUMMER KING SIZE
TAPESTRIES 57 50 INCENSE
PACK OF 75 for 29 cents LARGE
VARIETY OF VELVET POSTERS
LARGE VARIETY OF PATCHES
IRON ON TRANSFERS
75. cents
IMPORTED WALKING CANES
FROM
INDIA
PIPES
AND
PARAPHANALIAS
STROBE
LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM THE
COLLEGE 00 E SAN FERNANDO
ST

LA DONNA APTS. I bedroom apts
5130 w new carnets and torn Quiet
atmosphere, near campus 385 S 4th
St Call C,Te. 288 8383 Or John 356
5708
WILLOW GLEN WEST is a quiet and
ideal student living belting 10 mmn.
from campus near Curtner and old
Almaden Road
Two and Three
Bedroom units and Townhouses,
furnished and Unfurnished. Patios.
Balconies.
Spacious
pleasant
grounds, Pool, Saunas, Rev Room,
Starting S175.00 WILLOW GLEN
WEST APTS 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave 266 1474
NEWER ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls
102 5 10th $65 my shared basis 293 9991
BOYS et S 01h St so my 555 share
297 6010 ALSOIvaS 6th St 565 mo 150
shared Kitchen prec 2924552 Check
our summer rates

1960 FORD STEP VAN 292 V-. espd.
two gas tanks, fiberglass Cab, Irg.
insulated box, dual rear wheels, IS
much more’ Runs great Perfect for
motor home or moving van Best
offer over
$1,100
Call
245 2395

THIS HOUSE IS LOOKING FOR
YOU! Dark wooden interior. 3 Odrm
3 PM turn, yard Whereat? St John
St between 10 11th 5260 no 7618361

THIS CHURCH
FOR
SALE, $1 95
Prose Poetry by Jon Christopher
Spartan
Bookstore

SUMMER 1.2 or 3 BDRM Leg Fury
apfs SEK 530,35 & 40 per wk 1 blk
from SJSU Call 247 6039 or 379 4082
FALL 1,2 or 3 BOOM 1 blk from
Campus large AEK furnished, water
Garbage. 1150. 750 or 300 per my
247 6039 or 379 4082

HELP WANTED
PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDIES IN.
STITUTE invites applications for its
new graduate programs in Clinical
Counseling psychology Admission
cOmpetitive
Professional faculty
For further information write to Of
C S Wallia, 7251 Yale St . Palo AIN)
Ca 95306
PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE Full
t.,71e summer employ 5400
Per
no Interviews Thurs 418 II IS &
17 15 Student Employ Office 127 5
9th St
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED in
clinical psychology 8. can quality for
work study, work now as counselor
progressive
in training
in
psychiatric halfway house for young
Arrange work study at
adults
Financial Aids & then call Dr
Sherman at Mirernonte Mental
Health (4151 321 5401
EXTRAS NEEDED FOR MAJOR
MOTION PICTURE COMEDY Must
heal least 18 but lOok 16 Interviews
to be held this Sal & Sun only
Contact Nick Dorsky beginning Sal
April 70th at 3797800

HOUSING
1

BEDROOM IN HOUSE, 5100990
kitchen priv., color to, Call Ann 923
5873

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Co
Beautiful building, fireplace.
Ed
grand piano, inside courtyard, kit
color to, ping pang. linen & maid
ser v priv parking 57990 snare,
99 50 up to 5109 sing 7025 11th 293
1574

MOTHER OLSON’S
Linen &
ramPus
Color TV Kit pre,
share 25 single
9504

4 riOuseS near
Maid service.
Parking 19S0
N 8th St 295

FOR SALE
from
W EEEEEE DS
student
delivery,
Waterbed accessories
56 Keyes, 2098451

MEN -Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet. furnace heat 8. outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

WILLOW GLEN APT. Own room $85
Bike, bus to SJSU Quiet Grad . Up
Div Female, non smoker Helen 769
3077 or 294 1025
OFFICE OR STUDIO’ .131k SJSU S55
Own entrance, toilet, darkroom No
kit or shower Call 2886789 PM’s or
ontact Peter
King, Humanities
Dept
ROOMATE WANTED preferably
male over 21 Must Pe non SMOker.
Clean and responsible to share a 3
IsedrOOm ’,Ouse Pent sos
FURN ROOM near, arnpuS Private
entrance. in quiet home ideal fer
,eriOuS rnale 1,1dent VO inn Call
288 9154
CLEAN APTS. FOR RENT
5170 2 bdrm $150 3 Sdrm
10th St Call 295 044

1 born,
5I65 628

ROOMATE WANTED preferably
male over 21 Must be non smoker,
clean and responsible to share a 3
house
Rent
565
bedroom
CLEAN, comfortable, furnished, 1
bedroom apt 6335 8th St $130 a mo
or
292 7332
280 7474
PRIVATE room w kit 1 block SJSU
near Lucky’s & bus, for serious male
Student 297 6079

PVT RM. in duPles for Serious male
blk
student neat to Lucky’s bus,
from campus 2976079

HOUSE FOR RENT 3 130rm 2 bath
lots of parking, 611 S 10th St 5260
mo Sept April 5225 from May to
Call
Aug
295 5286

LOST 8, FOUND
FOUND Small dog, male, long hair,
gray tan 8. white Call 967-0519
LOST Mar 13 Norwegian Elkhound
mate 6 my Sil Blk pointed ears,
curled tail (sim Kees/ needs Med
293 0906 Or 996 0352

TRANSPORTATION
GUY
IN GREEN
SPORTS
CAR
coming from Lodi, pocked up? girls
in Stockton to Mt View, Sun Left
Purse in car important papers
Contact Mary 344 1783

PERSONALS
SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN
AC P and voice detect is looking
for a lasting relationship with an
understanding female FREE rent
offered in exchange for kindness IL
companionship Call 298 2308 aft 5
Pm
HAVING
DIFFICULTY
WITH
DRUGS? alcohol, work, study,
family or life? NarcOnOn may help
Call 246-1621 105 pm or 79 30 pen
ANOTHER SIDE OF GOODBYE
Prose Poetry by Jon Christopher
Spartan Bookstore
CAPTAIN CRISCO Happy NO 23 Love
Sweetness and Light

SERVICES
Close
STUDENT TYPING
Campus 65 cents page 99191149

to

EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING:
Eighth
annual
on regimented
student programs B wks in Europe,
in Israel EurOpe, 6 wks
8 wks
Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins
Student Services West, Inc 287 8240
EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT
ISCA, 11687
San Vicente Blvd Apt No. 4 L A
Calif 90049 TEL
12131 826.5669 or
17141 287 3010

FLYING SOON? Well. "It pays to be
TWA"
Your
TWA
young with
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford 225 7767 can help you
make your GE I AWAY Fly at II per
en! Off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 725 7767 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 296 6600
or your lOcal travel Agent
SUMMER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE
S349 rd
trip plus alter European
flights, rail passes. international ID
cards and more Ask fOr Barbara at
Student Services West, 735 East St
Clara. No 710 or phone 7918301
FLOWERS

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYFIS1
Master’s Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg-137 Escobar
Ave Telephone 3564246 Los Gatos
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY Gentle.
All Natural color, photography for
your wedding YOu keep all phiatOs
taken plus the original negatives
and a free white embossed album
Budget priced for highest quality
work
Please call for details
Photography by Dale Maggio 792
2601

FOR
JUNE
BRIDES.
Wedding flower arrangements from
bridal bouquets to Alter display
Expert Skill & reasonable priceS 255
3915

MAKE A MOVIE Your ideas
our
no hew equal "A- term project
PRESTIGE
PRODUCTIONS
Box
573 Sunnyvale, CA

SPARTAN
DAILY

TYPIST
PROFESSIONAL
Selectric Call 86723W eves

CLASSIFIED

1 BM

BEAUTIFUL WEDDING FLOWERS
Save SO per vent off florist prices 17
yrs cop Discount Flowers 996 1252
or 244 6396

WRITING
AND
RESEARCH
ASSISTANCE TYPING EDITING
CALL 227 3993 Or 374 7904

EXPERIENCED
TYPIST ell irieni
accurate term papers Call Teresa
749 3328 60 cents a page

ADVERTISEMENTS
CALL
277-3175
May 12 is Mothers Day.
Tell the greatest mother
alive, thanks. Spartan
Classified 277-3175.

BEDROOM APTS large clean. .0
minutes from CAMPUS 5135 Call 269
7190

For only 50 cents

BDRm APT turn , outside deck. ’ 7
block oempvs S120 LS S 4 St Cali
Marie 788 6799 after 17 000? contact
Peter King Humanities Dept

T wo
days

Three Four
days
days

day

your 3 line message is read over

100,000 times a weak. Spartan Daily Classified 277-3175,

Classified Rates
One
day

PHOTOGRAPHY BRIDAL FAIR
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST
Bay area rates SU
includes gold 8. white album
60
color prints of your choice, full set of
slides
BRIDE
KEEPS
ALL
NEGATIVES’ Extra lull color
Staff of
20
13x 10’s SI 25 each
photographers
Make
an
ap
pointment see our samples
then
decide Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
279 1787 or 257 3161

Print Your Ad Here:

F tve
days

Facn addit
lOnal day

3 lines

$1.50

2.00

2.25

2.40

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

2.90

3.00

.35

5 lines

2.50

3.00

3.25

3,40

3.50

.35

6 lines

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4,00

.35

Ii mint approx. .17 letters and spaces for each line)

.35

Print Nan,e
F aCh addltlonai ilne
Add
.50

.50
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.50

.50
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Candidates call for community involvement
San Jose State University must become involved with
community problems and struggles, according to two A.S.
Council candidates running on the Young Socialists for
Rodriguez ( YSR ) slate.
Olga Rodriguez is a gubernatorial candidate running on the
Socialist Workers Party slate.
The resources of the university should be used for the
community," stated Glenda Horton, spokeswoman for the
YSR and a candidate for the graduate race.
The YSR slate consists of Horton, 30, and John Hummer,
24, both executive conunittee members of the Young
Socialists Alliance (YSA).
Horton is an unclassified graduate student, while Hummer,
a senior majoring in philosophy and psychology, is vying for
an upper division council seat.
One of the ways university resources could be used for
community issues, according to the YSR, would be to provide
all student groups with office space and other campus
facilities.
Student supported organizations such as the United Farm
Workers should be given campus office space, according to
Horton.
The YSR also supports an "open admission" policy which,
while considering the physical limits of the university’s
resources, would not use grade point average or test scores

as a basis of admission.
Horton said anyone should be able to enroll, with minorities
given preferential consideration.
"One of the constant battles now in student government is
whether too much money is being spent on ethnic programs,"
said Horton.
She added that YSR feels ethnic struggles should be
presented on campus, not just ethnic cultural programs.
Among the major election issues cited by the YSR are the
questions of the 80-20 faculty appointment policy (the 80-20
policy stipulates that 80 per cent of the faculty remain
tenured or probationary, while the other 20 per cent be
temporary appointments), the new nursing requirements,
tuition and child care centers.
"There should be no quota as far as tenure and
probationary faculty go," said Horton.
She said the YSR supports preferential hiring of women
and Third World professors. She said there discrimination
currently exists against self-avowed radical professors.
The YSR opposes the new nursing major requirements
because it feels the requirements will serve to discourage
and decrease the number of Third World nursing majors.
Horton termed child care at SJSU as "totally inadequate."
She said the child care program needs to be expanded.
"Ideally there would have to be child care at night because

there are night classes," she said.
Horton said the YSR feels the child care program should
include infant care and afternoon programs for school age
children.
The YSR supports efforts to roll back tuition fees for
foreign students. According to Horton, foreign students used
to pay $8.50 per unit tuition; they now pay $43.50 per unit
tuition.
"People should be clear that this is an assault on them as
well as foreign students," said Horton.
She said the YSR fears tuition will be expanded and soon
resident students will also find themselves paying tuition
fees.
Horton addressed other campaign issues:
The YSR feels athletic -grants-in-aid should be phased
out. However, the YSR does not want these scholarships
totally eliminated until alternative funding is available for
financially needy athletes.
The YSR is uncertain whether the program board should
be independent of A.S. Council supervision.
The YSR feels in the past the A.S. Council has not been
"hard enough" on the Spartan Daily. Horton said the council
should consider cutting off the newspaper’s A.S. funding.
"We really feel the Spartan Daily is a student paper in
name only. It reflects the Journalism Department much

more than the student population of SJSU," stated Horton.
The YSR hopes to increase student participation in
government. Horton said the council should serve a
leadership role, but should not have final decision making
authority.
The YSR would "use leadership role to organize students to
fight their own battles and control the university," said
Horton.
"We feel it is the students, faculty and employees who
should control the university," she said.
The YSR feels student apathy is a valid reaction to past
administrations, said Horton.
"Students feel it (student government) has nothing to do
with them. In a way they’re right. The AS. in the past hasn’t
drawn them into participation. Once the students realize they
can take control of their own university I think you will find
them very interested in doing so," predicted Horton.

Price for non -students up 50%

Student table prices unchanged
Board of Governors (SUBG I,
action has finally been taken
on the fees groups will have
to pay to use the union.
A motion was made by Joe
Crowder, executive assistant
to David Pacheco, A.S.
treasurer, that student
organization sponsoring
craft sales, pay $1 per day
per table, the same as it is
now. The motion was passed
by the board.
groups
Off -campus
sponsoring craft sales would
be charged $6 per day per
table, an increase of $2.
Reaching these decisions
was a long and difficult
inResearch
process.
formation
had
been
distributed to the SUBG for
four meetings by the Student
Community Involvement
Program (SCIP), whose
organization was asked to
give additional information

By Richard Coleman
After many meetings and
much discussion of table and
room charges by the S.U.

MA. advice
given for
students
Students wishing adfor
the
visement
Administrative Services
Credential or the Master’s
School
in
degree
Administration, should
contact the Department of
Administration advisers as
soon as possible, according
to a department spokesman.
The advisement period
begins April 15 for fall 1974
registration.

since its fund-raising fantasy
faire is the largest affair to
utilize the union’s facilties.
Board members were
supplied with information
about other schools and
hotels regarding the fees
they charged groups to use
their facilities, but as it was
pointed out by a SCIP
representative, this wasn’t
Stanford and SJSU student
groups could not be expected
to pay higher rates.
Ron Barrett, director of
the S.U., attempted to raise
funds by getting more of the
profits
of
student
organizations using the
union for selling wares.
It was Barrett’s opinion
that SCIP would not suffer if
charges for table and room

rentals were increased. "I
think you could get more
money," Barrett said.
"You now have a faire
that is reputable and one that
is profitable," he said. The
money is going to a
worthwhile cause. They
should be willing to pay more
than 15 per cent, Barrett
added.
"We can not afford to pay
anymore than we are
already paying," the SCIP
representative said. He
explained further that the
Money received from the
Fantasy Faire was the only
guaranteed money. "Nixon’s
federal
money
is
unreliable," he said, "and is
subject to stop at anytime."
But even though the table

and room charges hurdle has
been crossed, Barrett still
has to deal with the problem
of new sources of income for
the union.
The SUBG will convene

A.C.T.’s Young Conservatory
presents

again this week to debate the
problem of income sources
and discuss next years
proposed budget that was
rejected earlier this year by
the Chancellor’s office.

"Who’s Afraid of the Big Bad Fable"
written and directed
by Ross Graham

Remember those who gave their life, with a Memorial Day tribute in the Classified 277-3175.

Thursday April 18th at 7:00 PM
in the

Alpha Phi Omega presents

Student Union Ballroom

HIGH PLAINS
DRIFTER

Tickets: 50 for adults
(unless accompanied by children)

Stars:CLINT EASTWOOD

Don’t depend on 10 people a day to answer your massage
from a bulletin board. Depend on the Spartan Daily Classified
277 3175.

50c

Morris Dailey

Recommended for all ages

2 shows: 7 CI 10 p.m.

now.
do
it
Acapulco-Off-season rates. In-season fun. April loth- Dec.15th
I. ACAPULCO PRINCESS HOTEL Y CLUB DE GOLF WaterAcapulco never slows down. Even in summer. Enjoy bullfights, jai alai.
fall bar in the pool, discotheque, night club and restaurants
golf. the Ouebrada divers, water skiing. swimming, fishing and
4 days. 3 nights. $52! including complimentary cockco
.
tail, unlimited daytime outdoor tennis
parachute riding around the bay. Discotheques and nightclubs
C. 0 swamps .1’
2. PIERRE MARQUES Y CLUB DE GOLF On
that swing till dawn International cuisine. And unique shopRevolcadero Beach With its own championship
ping But the best part is that you’ll be saving money on
golf course Room w/balcony 4 days 3 nights.
$50 50! including unlimited daytime outdoor
your hotel
tennis
3. RAMADA ACAPULCOOn secluded Puerto
Western Airlines to Acapulco means Fiesta Flight serMarques Bay. 4 days, 3 nights. $ 62*All rooms
vice, featuring food and drink in the Mexican manner.
are suites w/lutchenette and separate bedFirst Class Legspace for everyone. Plus complimentary
room, balcony and view of Bay Hertz car with
unlimited mileage (you pay gas)
Champagne for every adult. Round-trip excursion fare
4. PLAZA INTERNATIONAL MYATT REGENCY
from San Francisco starts at $283. including tax.Send today
ACAPULCO Located right on the bay in a lush,
tropical setting. 3 days, 2 nights. $33? including
for a free, color brochure on off-season Acapulco vacations.
cover charge to El Numero Uno Supper Club.

6. EL MATADOR HOTEL 8 RACQUET CLUB
300 feet above Condessa Beach 25 swimming
Pools. 4 days. 3 nights. $39 95! Includes tennis.
daily American breakfast and private beach club
pass
7. EL PRESIDENTE On Condessa Beach 3
days, 2 nights, $37! including welcome cocktail, daily full-American breakfasts Bay cruise
and Flying Indian Show
8. CONDESA DEL MAR Right on the beach
Every room deluxe with Bay view 3 days. 2
nights. $41? welcome cocktail, full -American
breakfast daily, Flying Indian show
9. ACAPULCO ROYAL Lush grounds with bar
and restaurant in the middle of the pool Ocean
view room w/terrace 3 days. 2 nights. $33! including Acapulco Bay cruise
10. PARAISO/MARRIOTT On Acapulco Bay 4
days. 3 nights. $51130! including complimentary
beach equipment Room w/balcony Full breakfasts
11. EL MIRADOR Nestled in the Ouebrada cliffs,
home of the famed Acapulco high divers. 4 days.

tropical drink, daily American breakfasts.
5. HOLIDAY INN ACAPULCO On the beach. 3 days.
2 nights.$ 32 30! welcome cocktail. daily American
breakfasts, parachute ride, Bay cruise and cover
charge at Banneret Club

3 nights. $43.40! including diving show. daily
American breakfast A Western International
Hotel
12. CALETA A Western International Hotel on
the Bay next to Morning Beach Every room has
a terrace and Bay view. 4 days. 3 nights. $4370?
including glass bottom boat ride to Roqueta
Island
13. 3-HOUR SIGHTSEEING CRUISE Fiesta &
Bonanza luxury yachts offer a breathtaking panorama of Acapulco. Day cruise $4. night cruise
$4 80. Includes 2 orchestras, swimming pool
and a/c bar
ACAPULCO HERTZ STYLE Unlimited mileage Experience all of Acapulco in a Hertz car
Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars
Daily Weekly
115 20 $7600
VW or DATSUN
18 40 92 00
FORD MAVERICK.
VALIANT or VW SAFARI
20 40 102 00
DODGE DART or
CHEVELLE

’Prices effective 4/16/74 through 12/15/74. based on per person/double occupancy Plus air fare Features in addition to those listed are included in each package
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Your Travel Agent knowslust say you want one of these exciting
Western Airlines vacations Or call us toll free at 298-3456

13

WESTERN AIRLINES TOUR DEPARTMENT
BO% 92931
WORLD WAY POSTAL CENTER
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90009

SJsC 4-16

Please send your Off -Season Acapulco brochure to
phone

I name
address
Icity

state

zip

my travel agent is

Pr Western Aldlnes
SAHawaii/Alaska/Canada/Western USA/Mexico

I

